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Abstract An on-shell effective theory (OSET) approach
has been widely used in searches of various supersymmetric
signals, in particular, gluino/squark pairs with long cascade
decay chains in which complete matrix element calculations
may encounter high dimensional integrations. On the other
hand, leptons from polarized chargino decays may show a
significant boost effect in some scenarios and simulation
without polarization information may underestimate or over-
estimate the lepton pT cut efficiencies in the first place. We
study the polarization effects in leptonic decaying charginos
from squarks or gluinos. Taking the polarization effects into
account, we find it still justifiable to take only the OSET
approach for a large parameter region, for instance, the first
two generation squarks due to indistinguishable final states
as well as a flat angular distribution in the motion of the
lepton. On the other hand, we use the leptonic stop to illus-
trate the feature and find that the lepton pT cut efficiencies in
cross section measurements can have maximally 25 % reduc-
tion or maximally 17 % enhancement in comparison with the
kinematics-only approach. The signal rates after the cuts sim-
ulated by OSET are then underestimated/overestimated and
the real bound on the squark/gluino should be more stringent
or loose for a specific choice of the chargino and one can
take the simulated efficiencies as a fast-simulation factor to
multiply to the OSET simulated results.

1 Introduction

With two years’ running, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at
CERN has accumulated data of 30 fb−1 integrated luminos-
ity. In the early stage, most of the discoveries were kinematics
dominated. On-shell effective theories (OSET) which char-
acterize hadron collider data in terms of masses, production
cross sections, and decay modes of candidate new particles
play an important role in new physics searches [1]. In princi-
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ple, if the precision predictions of the production cross sec-
tion and decay mode for a given mass of a candidate new
particle exist, one can also obtain information on its spin.
However, direct confirmation of the spin state measurement
only comes from a measurement of the angular correlation.
With only about 28 fb−1, a Higgs boson has been discovered
with over 7σ significance via measurement of the invariant
masses for four-lepton final states. Both the ATLAS and the
CMS collaborations have found a resonance of four leptons
with an invariant mass of 125 GeV and the reconstructed di-
photon invariant mass also peaks at the same place. The di-
photon final state has excluded the boson to be a spin-1 state
based on an argument by the Landau–Yang theorem [2,3].
The further analysis of the spin/parity measurement of the
boson based on data on the angular correlation in four-lepton
channel is very compatible with the scalar boson expectations
of 0+. The data disfavors the 2+ hypothesis with a confidence
level value of 0.6 % [4,5]. Whether the boson is the standard
model (SM) Higgs then requires additional measurements of
its Yukawa couplings to the SM fermions.

On the other hand, the transverse momentum distribu-
tion dσ/dpT is not only a result of the mass spectrum but
also dependent on polarization of spin-1 or spin-1/2 parti-
cles, while the measurement of the cross section significantly
depends on the simulated cut efficiency. Consequently, the
polarization effect may in principle enter for the very early
stage measurement of the cross section.

A full matrix element simulation automatically contains
all spin and polarization information. However, in many
cases, searches may involve multi-body final states which
correspond to a multi-body phase-space integration. An n-
body phase space is a 3n−4 dimensional integration with the
additional two dimensions over the two initial parton distri-
butions, so a 3n−2 dimensional integration is then required.
High dimensional integration is technically extremely chal-
lenging. Therefore, simulation based on kinematic decay is
sometimes inevitable. For instance, gluino cascade decay into
the lepton final state
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g̃ → j jχ±
1 → j j�±ν�χ̃

0
1 (1)

involves five-body final states in one chain. In R-parity con-
serving supersymmetric standard models, gluino pair pro-
duction with di-lepton final states then corresponds to the
ten-body case, and the total integration is a 28 dimensional
integration [6,7]. The di-lepton plus jets arising from squark
pair or gluino–squark production then corresponds to eight-
or nine-body final states and 22 or 25 dimensional integra-
tion. The simulations of these final states are typically done
by only kinematics in Pythia. In this paper, we study how the
polarization effect changes the measurement of the produc-
tion cross section in particular. We compare the lepton pT

cut efficiency between a study involving polarization and a
study with pure kinematic decays in different scenarios.

In the next section, we first discuss the pT distribution as
a result of polarization. Then we discuss the chargino polar-
ization in squark/gluino decay and its leptonic decay dis-
tribution in different scenarios, for instance, light sleptons,
off-shell W or on-shell W . We then give the numeric results
of the comparison before we conclude.

2 pT Distribution as polarization effects

We use two examples to illustrate the polarization effects
on the pT distributions. In a one-prong decay of τ lepton
τ− → π−ντ , the nearly massless ντ is of left-handed helicity
and the pion π− is a pseudo-scalar state. In the left-handed
τ−

L rest frame, the neutrino ντ is moving in the direction of
the τ−

L boost direction and the pion is boosted in the opposite
direction of the τ−

L direction of the movement. For the right-
handed τ−

R , the pion π− is boosted in the τ−
R direction of the

movement. Therefore, a left-handed or right-handed τ can be
clearly distinguished via the pT measurement of the pions.
This feature can be applied to a search of the new charged
Higgs state H±, since the τ± from a H± decay and the
leading irreducible background of W± decay are in different
helicity states [8]. A simple pT cut in the charged pion of the
τ -tag can significantly reduce the SM background from W±
decay.

The second example is the W -polarization measurements
with a pT cut. We plot the pT cut effects over the mea-
surement of W -polarization in the top-quark decay t →
bW+ [9,10]. In the Higgs mechanism, the Goldstone degree
of freedom becomes the longitudinal polarization of the
W boson, ε0. Since the top quark is the heaviest particle
which acquires mass through electroweak symmetry break-
ing (EWSB), the top quark couples to the Goldstone boson
strongly with mt/mW enhancement in ε0∗

μ ūb PLγ μut ∝
mt/mW . One uses the helicity fractions F0, FL, and FR to
denote the fractions of longitudinal, left-handed, and right-
handed W polarizations, respectively. Due to the mt/mW
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Fig. 1 d
/d cos θ distribution in SM semi-leptonic t t̄ with different
pT selection cuts as labeled in plot

enhancement, the SM predictions are F00.688 ± 0.004,
FL = 0.310±0.004, and FR = 0.0017±0.0001 [11]. Given
the full reconstruction of the semi-leptonic t t̄ system, polar-
izations can be measured by measuring the angle between the
lepton and W in the W rest frame. In the left-handed polar-
ized W+ W+ → (e+)R(νe)L case, the lepton is boosted in
the opposite direction of the movement of W+ with
∣
∣M(W+

L → e+νe)
∣
∣
2 ∝ (1 − cos θ)2 (2)

where θ is defined as the angle between the momentum direc-
tion of the lepton from W and the reversed momentum direc-
tion of the bottom quark from top-quark decay, both boosted
into the W -boson rest frame. In this case, the measured lep-
ton momentum in the lab frame are softer than the ones in
the W rest frame and softer leptons may not pass the lepton
pT cut. Therefore, the portion of the FL measurement clearly
depends on the lepton pT cut.

Figure 1 shows the d
/d cos θ distribution in SM semi-
leptonic t t̄ with different pT selection cuts as labeled in plot
from pT : 20 − −40 GeV.

3 Leptonic decay of strongly interacting SUSY particles

An on-shell effective theory approach plays a particularly
important role in simulating multi-jet final states with the
lepton arising from gluino or squark cascade decays due to the
difficulty in multi-dimensional integration. Due to the small
leptonic decay branching fraction, final states with multi-jet
plus large /ET with one or two leptons are the leading channels
besides the pure hadronic channels. We therefore focus on
such cascade decays with a mono-lepton, and the typical
processes contain the lightest chargino χ̃±

1 → �±νχ̃0
1 of a

polarized χ̃±
1 .
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dL (χ̃+
1 )L

ũ

Fig. 2 Spin correlation in squark decaying into charging, left-handed
polarized χ̃+

1

Chargino states are a mixture of both wino and Higgsino,
which is determined by M2 and μ in the mixing matrix. We
first discuss the wino chargino for general first two generation
squark decay. Suppressed by the light quark Yukawa, the
decay BR into a Higgsino of the squark is only significant
for third generations and we discuss this as a special case
below.

The wino is a super-partner of the SU (2)L weak gauge
boson W , and the squark–quark–wino vertex

L = [−gV11ũL]d̄ PRχ̃+c
1 (3)

Corresponds to the weak interaction, where only left-
handed quark or right-handed anti-quark participates the
interaction.1 As shown in Fig. 2, the left up-type squark ũL

decays into a left-handed d-quark, which results in χ̃+
1 to be

only left-handed.2

When the chargino is a wino, for all squarks and anti-
squarks, one can write down similar relations,

ũL → dL(χ̃+
1 )L, ũ∗

L → (d̄)R(χ̃−
1 )R

d̃L → uL(χ̃−
1 )L, d̃∗

L → (ū)R(χ̃+
1 )R.

(4)

On the other hand, for the first two generations, scalar quarks
decay into light quark states which hadronize immediately at
1/�QCD ∼ 10−24 s. It is impossible to distinguish whether
the light quark jet is from up-type or down-type quarks. The
identical final states then lead to simultaneous measurements
of the first two generation scalar quarks, and polarization
effects of such chargino decays automatically average out.
We conclude that the OSET can be directly applied to such
studies.

However, the decay’s final state of the stop is clearly iden-
tifiable [13]; we have

t̃L → bL(χ̃+
1 )L, t̃∗L → (b̄)R(χ̃−

1 )R. (5)

1 The chargino mixing matrix Vi j is as in [12].
2 Since the scalar propagator does not carry any spin information, the
two fermion lines connected by a scalar mediator have no correlation
in spin. This effect does not depend on whether the scalar is on-shell or
off-shell. The spin correlation is only at the scalar vertex as discussed.
If squarks are heavier than the gluino, in gluino three-body decay g̃ →
ūdχ̃+

1 , the polarization is identical to the case when squarks are on-shell.
Hence, the above discussion of the chargino polarization in on-shell
squarks states applies to the off-shell squark cases.
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Fig. 3 Decay branching ratio of lightest stop t̃1 for left stop with wino-
like or Higgsino-like chargino

The argument then applies to the stop search. A large left–
right mixing A-term in the third generation often results in
significant mixing in the stop states. We look into all three
cases of the lightest stop t̃1 being left, right or of large mixing
in Figs. 3, 4, 5 with varied chargino states. The realization of
the 125 GeV Higgs in MSSM may put stringent constraints
over the choices of Xt = At − μ cot β and the stop mass.
However, NMSSM with an additional singlet scalar provides
more freedom and, therefore, we do not make the specific
assumption of having 125 GeV Higgs in this study but take
a signal-driven approach.
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Fig. 4 Decay branching ratio of lightest stop t̃1 for right stop with
wino-like or Higgsino-like chargino

In Figs. 3 and 5, when t̃1 has a significant portion of left
stop state, the wino-like chargino dominates the stop decay
as t̃1 → bχ̃+.

As shown in Fig. 4, the right stop is dominated by the
t̃1 → t χ̃0

1 decay. Such final states with on-shell top quarks
have been widely studied [13–15]. In the right polarized top
quark case, the leptons are moving in the direction of the top
boost direction as in Fig. 6, and we therefore expect that the
lepton pT is harder when taking into account the polarization
information. The lepton cut efficiencies show a significant
enhancement. In Table 1, a benchmark point of 1.3 TeV for
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Fig. 5 Decay branching ratio of lightest stop t̃1 for left–right mixed
stop with wino-like or Higgsino-like chargino

the right t̃1 also confirms the argument. Comparing with the
kinematics-only studies, the enhancement with polarization
effects can be as large as 17 %.

4 Polarized chargino

In this session, we focus on the polarized chargino decay.
The direct search of the chargino via tri-lepton channels at
LHC [16] constrained the chargino mass to be over 350 GeV
for the massless χ̃0

1 limit. On the other hand, the bound is
certainly weaker when the mass difference between chargino
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and lightest neutralino is smaller. We use two un-excluded
benchmark points to illustrate the feature. One benchmark is
the light chargino with a nearly degenerate spectrum where
Mχ̃+

1
− Mχ̃0

1
� 50 GeV with Mχ̃+

1
� 250 GeV. The second

benchmark is Mχ̃+
1

� 285 GeV and the same bino mass as the
first one so that Mχ̃+

1
−Mχ̃0

1
> mW andW is on-shell. We take

three benchmark scenarios to illustrate the feature with χ̃±
1

being pure wino, pure Higgsino, and mixed wino–Higgsino.

4.1 Wino-like chargino

In the case of the wino-like chargino, we use the above two
benchmarks (off-shell W and on-shell W ) to illustrate the
feature. For the first benchmark point of chargino three-body
decay,

χ̃+
1 → χ̃0

1 + e+ + νe, (6)

it can be realized by the three processes shown in Fig. 7 with
slepton mediation and Fig. 8 of the W mediation.

In principle, interference among all three processes is
important and, in fact, the three diagrams do destructively
interfere. However, to qualitatively see the feature, we dis-
cuss the extreme cases where one single diagram completely
dominates the three-body decay by which one can understand
the qualitative feature at least in some decoupling limit. In
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Fig. 9 Spin correlation in left-handed χ̃+
1 decay into sneutrino ν̃

sneutrino mediation as in Fig. 7a, sneutrino propagator does
not carry any spin, so the spin direction of the positron is
identical to the initial chargino spin. Only a right-handed
positron participates in the weak interaction and, therefore,
the positron moves in the opposite direction of the initial
chargino as shown in Fig. 9.

Table 1 Lepton pT cut
efficiencies for 1.3 TeV
t̃1 → t χ̃0

1 , results with
polarization effects or
kinematics only

Mt̃1 Category pT > 20 GeV
(%)

pT > 25 GeV
(%)

pT > 30 GeV
(%)

1.3 TeV Polarized 96.9 95.3 93.5

Kinematic 89.0 85.4 81.8
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In selectron mediation as in Fig. 7b, the electron decay
from the spin-0 selectron does not correlate with the initial
polarization of the chargino in both the on-shell and the off-
shell selectron cases. The electron is therefore completely
universally distributed in space.

For W -mediation, the situation then depends on whether
W is on-shell or off-shell. For the first benchmark point,
W is off-shell. It is well known that there exist four polar-
izations in the off-shell W case, including an additional
scalar contribution as well as the scalar–longitudinal inter-
ference contribution [17]. On the other hand, the pseudo-
scalar contribution is proportional to the final state mass
square, which is similar to charged pion decay. Then the
charm and τ dominate the scalar contribution of the off-
shell W . Leptons are then much softer from τ three-body
decay.

The contributions also destructively interfere with each
other. Figure 10 shows the angle θ between the positron and
chargino in the reconstructed chargino rest frame for three
choices of the slepton masses. For simplicity, we assume
M

�̃
= Mẽ with negligible lepton A-terms. M2 is fixed at

250 GeV, while M1 is taken to be 200 GeV. For M
�̃

= 250
and 500 GeV, the sneutrino and selectron contributions are
both significant. Since the bino is a SM singlet, the W
contribution is only realized through wino–bino mixing,
which is small in our benchmark points. Therefore, we find
that the slepton contribution does not decouple even when
M

�̃
= 1.5 TeV.

When W is on-shell for the second benchmark point, the
two-body decay contribution completely takes over and we
plot cos θ for the on-shell W case in Fig. 11.

The positron is always moving in the opposite direction
to the left-handed polarized chargino.
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Fig. 11 Normalized distribution 1/
d
/d cos θ where θ is the angle
between the charged lepton and the chargino direction of the movement
in a reconstructed χ+

1 frame for the on-shell W case

4.2 Higgsino-like chargino

The Higgsino couples to the squarks via Yukawa couplings
and hence the squarks of the first two generations mostly
decay into wino states. The third generation squarks, stop or
sbottom, of relatively large tan β, can dominantly decay into
Higgsino states. Equation (7) gives the interaction between
the stop and charginos,

Lbt̃ χ̃± = [−gVi1 t̃L + yt Vi2 t̃R
] (

b̄PRχ̃+c
i

)

+ ybU
∗
i2 t̃L

(

b̄PLχ̃+c
i

)

, (7)

where Ui j and Vi j are the standard chargino mixing matrices
as in [12]. If χ̃±

1 is dominated by the Higgsino component and
yt is much larger than yb, the χ̃±

1 polarization in the decay
is identical to the case of the wino, χ̃±

1 . Only for tan β ∼
30 or greater, the bottom Yukawa yb is close to yt , and the
χ̃±

1 polarization then has both significantly left-handed and
right-handed portions. However, a supersymmetric scenario
with large tan β is severely constrained by rare decay process
like Bs → μ+μ−. For the small tan β cases, the Higgsino
behavior is then similar to the wino. On the other hand, since
the electron/muon Yukawa couplings are negligible Higgsino
decay into lepton is only an effect of the on-shell or off-shell
W , which has been discussed in the last part of the wino case.

4.3 Mixed Wino–Higgsino

In the case of mixed wino–Higgsino where M2 ∼ μ, since
the Higgsino decay partial width is much larger than the wino
case, the mixed wino–Higgsino is also Higgsino-like. Figure
12 plots the normalized angular distribution for pure wino
with 500 GeV sleptons, pure Higgsino, and mixed wino–
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1 in
a comparison of the full matrix element method with the kinematic
method. A blue line is the full matrix element result from MadEvent,
while a red line is the kinematic decay from Pythia

Higgsino. It is clear that the mixed wino–Higgsino situation
is similar to a Higgsino-like chargino.

5 Lepton in cascade decay chain

As discussed in the previous section, a wino-like chargino
with a light slepton or on-shell W decaying into lepton final
states may show a significant anti-boost effect. Consequently,
it may make the leptons softer in the lab frame than the ones
in the chargino rest frame. Since it is a boost effect, the effect
is visible only when the chargino has a significant kinematic
boost. If the chargino is produced nearly at rest, which corre-
sponds to the scenario with a small mass difference between
the chargino and stop/gluino, the effect is then tiny. On the
other hand, if the mass difference between the chargino and

Table 2 Chargino benchmark points of the wino with light sleptons,
the wino with decoupled sleptons, and the Higgsino with intermediate
tan β. For the case of a wino with on-shell W , the situation is similar to
a wino with a light slepton as discussed

Scenarios Mχ̃±
1

(GeV)
Mχ̃0

1
(GeV)

M
�̃

(GeV)

A-wino with light sleptons 250 200 500

B-wino decoupled sleptons 250 200 2000

C-Higgsino (tan β = 25) 250 200 N/A

stop/gluino is too large, the chargino is highly boosted in
the system and the lepton momentum in the lower end is
then completely dominated by the boost effect. Since we are
only looking at the consequence of a lepton pT cut which
only affects the softer leptons, the effect is only significant
in some intermediate mass range.

Figure 13 shows the lepton pT distribution of chargino
decay χ̃±

1 → �±νχ̃0
1 in a comparison of the full matrix ele-

ment method with the kinematic method for Mt̃ = 1.3 TeV
and Mχ̃±

1
= 250 GeV. A blue line is the full matrix element

result from MadEvent [18], while a red line is the kinematic
decay from Pythia [19], which shows that the full matrix
element result is significantly softer than the result from
kinematic decay.

We take three chargino benchmark points to illustrate the
feature, respectively, as shown in Table 2.

We listed the cut survival probabilities with different pT

cuts, respectively, in Table 3. The benchmark points are listed
as (A) wino with light sleptons; (B) wino with decoupled
sleptons, and (C) Higgsino (with intermediate tan β = 25)
shown in Table 2 and the top squark mass is taken to be
700 GeV, which is around the current bound from LHC.

In Table 4, we take the chargino scenario of a wino with a
light slepton, which shows the most significant boost effects,
as shown in Table 3, studying the effects with different top
squark masses and collision energies.

The most significant reductions of the efficiencies are
about 25 %. Therefore, if one only uses an on-shell effective
field theory approach for this search, the signal is actually
underestimated.

6 Conclusions

We study the polarization effects in supersymmetry searches
of multi-jets plus leptons final states. We find it justifiable
for the first two generations to only use on-shell effective
theories. While for measurements related to third generation
squarks, for instance, the polarization effect of the charginos
from a stop may reduce the lepton pT cut efficiencies in cross
section measurements by 25 % when the slepton contribu-
tions dominate in the chargino decay or the W are on-shell.
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Table 3 Lepton pT cut survival
probability for three chargino
scenarios when top squark is
taken to be 700 GeV. The
category named “polarized” is
for the situation with
polarization taken into account,
while “kinematic” stands for the
kinematic decay cases

Mt̃ χ̃±
1 Category pT > 20 GeV

(%)
pT > 25 GeV
(%)

pT > 30 GeV
(%)

700 GeV W̃ (A) Polarized 42.4 34.7 28.1

Kinematic 52.9 45.9 39.4

W̃ (B) Polarized 51.7 44.9 38.3

Kinematic 55.7 48.1 41.1

H̃ (C) Polarized 53.6 46.3 39.6

Kinematic 55.0 47.7 40.9

Table 4 Lepton pT cut survival
probability for a wino with light
sleptons for different top squark
benchmark points and collision
energies. The category named
“polarized” is for a situation
with polarization taken into
account, while “Kinematic”
stands for the kinematics-only
decay cases

√
s@LHC Mt̃ Category pT > 20 GeV

(%)
pT > 25 GeV
(%)

pT > 30 GeV
(%)

8 TeV 700 GeV Polarized 42.4 34.7 28.1

Kinematic 52.9 45.9 39.4

8 TeV 1 TeV Polarized 48.2 41.6 35.6

Kinematic 59.5 53.8 48.3

10 TeV 1.3 TeV Polarized 53.2 47.3 41.8

Kinematic 63.5 58.6 54.1

10 TeV 1.5 TeV Polarized 55.3 49.7 44.4

Kinematic 65.4 61.1 56.7

14 TeV 1.3 TeV Polarized 53.6 47.9 42.3

Kinematic 63.7 59.0 54.1

14 TeV 1.5 TeV Polarized 56.2 50.9 45.6

Kinematic 66.0 61.5 57.1

The signal is then underestimated if only an on-shell effective
theory approach is taken in the simulation of the signal, and
the real bound on the squark/gluino should be more stringent.
In the other limit, when we have the right stop t̃1 → t χ̃0

1 , the
polarization effect of a lepton from a right polarized top quark
may enhance the lepton pT cut efficiencies in a cross section
measurement by maximally 17 %.
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